Kitchen drumming band

By Jane Bentley  www.artbeatmusic.org

This guide has been written to help you play along with our film called “Kitchen Drumming Band”. There are words in the film to help you with the rhythms, and they are written out for you out below. There is also a play along track. Using the play along track, feel free to try any one of these rhythms on any object you like, or just play a steady beat. The rhythms you create yourself are the best of all though. After trying these rhythms out, try changing one of the rhythms just a little to make it your own. You could add in an extra note or take one out, leaving a little space. You could bust out a drum solo in the pauses! The track starts slowly to help you get the hang of it, and then speeds up for some energetic music making. Happy drumming!

Words to remember rhythms

1 - Drums

Would you like a cup of tea - (repeat this for simple version)

or....

Would you like a cup of tea,
Would you like a cup of tea,
Would you like a cup of tea,
- No!
2 - Wooden sounds

- No thank you, I'll have coff-ee (simpler version)

or....

- No thank you - I'll have coff-ee
- No thank you - I'll have coff-ee
- No thank you - I'll have coff-ee

Oooh - coffee, thank you very much!

3 - Tins

Did you let out the cat just now?

or....

Did you let out the cat just now?
Did you let out the cat just now?
Did you let out the cat just now?

- Aye!

4 - Pans

....Biccies....sugar....biccies....milk!

Videos to get you inspired

- Brazilian musician Duda Moleque showing off the musicality of tin cans and homemade instrument making in his own quarantine video: www.facebook.com/lou.ferreira.52/videos/10219408094005635/

- The Chicago Bucket Boys - bucket virtuosity!: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGc0Q-7Vjh8

- And for the truly ambitious - the Vegetable Orchestra: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xM1EjIDLMLY